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LEPTON STABILITY

Martin C. Cooper
Los Alamos Nrtional hboratory
Los Alamos, N*w Mexico 87545

ABSTRA~

The problem of flavor-changing currente in the lepton sector

is reviewed. The emphasis is on the experimental situation,

with a brief discussion of the theoretical problems which

are addressed by the ❑easurements.

I. TNE GENERATION PRUBLEH

The discovery of the muon raised the mystery of multiple lepton

flsvors. Since the muon was recognized to behave exactly like a heavy

electron, there has been no explanation for its existence. In modern

theories, the problem is restated by asking why the generations are

re?eated at least three times with particles which have analogous

behavior.

The parallelism amongst the generations was emphasized by the

discovery of the muon neutrino and the absence of the decay u + ey.

The result was the postulation of the consenation of muon number.
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The quark sector of Eq. (1) does decay across the generations

hecauae the mass eigenstatea of quarks are not states of gOOd flavor.

The ❑ixing wae characterized by ● aet of angles, first by Cabbibo, and

recently generalized by Kobayashi and Hsakaw.t.l There 1s no



experimentally verified theory which can quantitatively predict the

mixing. However, since there is mixing in the quark sector, it seems

natural to search for it in the lepton sector.

There also appears to be good theoretical reason for flavor

conservation and lepton number to be violated because they are global

symmetries which should not be respected by biack holes.

Additionally, if the conservation is due to a massless gauge field,

2 Hence, the concept ofthere is conflict with the EJJtv6sexperiment.

flavor nonconservation is highly desired in the lepton sector, and it

would be awkward for theory if flavor was conserved.

The title of this conference is “Testing the Standard Model,” and

the issue of lepton-flavor conservation goes beyond the scope of the

standard weak interaction model. Lepto~~-flavorviolation requires the

invention of new particles and neutrino masses not required to explain

any presently known lepton phenomenon. The standard model, due to

Glashow, Weinberg, and Salam (GUS), is being generalized to include

the strong interaction. With the exccpticm of neutrino oscillations,

the experiments do not relate to the most popular form of grand

unification. So what the experimentalists seek is a window into a new

realm of particles not needed except to explain the generation puzzle.

II. PHYSICS BEYOND THE STANDARD MODEL

There are now so many models for extensions of the GSW theory

that it is not possible to tersely asRess the implications of each.

The models span t}lerange from nearly being verifiable by experiment

to making predictions which have very little experimental implication.

Only broad catf:gorlesof modelo can be dealt with here.

The ❑odels break themselves Into two cla&ses which are identified

by the masses of the new particles they introduce. If the messes of

thQRe new particles are greater than -104 GeV, then flavor-changing

currents will manifest thernselveaonly in neutrfno oscillations. For

models wl,thmnsses belo? 104 GeV, processes like B + eee, u + ey, and

U-A + e-A are likely to bo observed eventually.
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The models, which will only allow neutrino oscillations, include

empirical models which only require the presently known pa;ticles and

ihe minimal versions of SU(5), 1(10), and E(6) as gran~ unified

theories. Neutrino oscillations ure Only driven by the diffe,?nce in

the neutrino masses and are charncterlzed by differences i, the

squared masses from ~ol to 10-iO eV2. Below 10-2 eV2,”.,the

measurements become exceedingly difficult. Any new parti:les hive

masses of -1015 Gev, and if the neutrinos do have zero mass, flavo

will be conserved. For example, putting In the present upper limit on’i”,*,
the existing neutrinos gives a branching ratio for M + ey < 4 x 10-17. “’,,

The models which could give us potential flavor-violating decays ‘<,,

include horizontal symmetries, extended 0(10), Pati-Sa2am versions of ‘,!

a grand unified theory, hypercolor models, heavy lepton models,

left-right symmetric models, and multiple Higg’s doublet models.3 They

are designed to solve differert problems: the horizontal symmetries

intend to gauge the generations; the hypercolor models try to -

eliminate the Higg’s particle and repiace it with dynamical symmetry

breaking, and the left-right symmetric models make parity conserved at

ultra-high energies. All these models predict new particles with

masses ~ithin a factor of 10 of the W* and ZO ❑asses in the GSW

theory.

Some significant experimental constraints already exist for these

models. Neutral heavy leptons

and the existing branching

$econd physical Higg’a doublet

must have mas~es greaterb than 10 GeV

ratio for v + ey pushen the mms of a

to Rreater th&n 200 GeV for maximal

couplings However, each type of ❑odel has enough flexibility in it~

parameters to side step any one experimental result.

One of the more ilteresti.ngconstraints iq the K; - K: ❑ass

difference of 10-9 4V. The requirement of not exceeding this

measurement is very nt~in~~nt for all models and r~lquirss either

different couplings Ior the qunrks and leptons or small branching

ratios for flavor-chlnging decays. NeuUrinoless kaon decay i~

restricted to having a branchinp ratio of ~,0-]2.



Another key point is to measure as many of the decay modes as

well as possible. Many of the theoretical modsls have a different

favorite process, e.g., the Higgs sector with two doublets favors

V-A + e-A over v + ey and v + ey is favored over u + eee except in

horizontal symmetries. The lfst goes on and on. All the

experimentalist can do is put his ingenuity to work to look at these

processes in the most sensitive way.

1~1. NORMAL I.IDECAY

It is a worthwhile digression to look at the experimental

situation in normal I.Idecay. The standard formulation of p decay is

in terms of the Michel parameters. Table Ia lists the current

experimental accuracy for the Michel parameters and the hoped for

accuracy from twc new experiments in progress.7 The improvement on the

deviations from V-A thoery are given in Table Ib. In terms of the

left-right symmetric models, V+A admixtures can be expected frcm

right-handed intermediate vector bosons. The new experiments can be

expected to push the existing limits on their mass from 200 GeV to

600 GeV.

The value of n in Table I is given by a new experiment from the

SIN which measures the polarization of the positrons from p-decay.8

The new results include measurements of coupling cowtants besides the

Michel parameters which are needed to characterize the general four

fermion interaction.

Another check cf V-A theory of the weak interactions is a ~ecent

measurement of the muon neutrinos helicity. The experiment measures

the longitudinal polarization of the recoiling boron for the leac’tion

12C(IJ-,VM)12B(g.s.). The resultg is h(v),)- -1.06 f 0.1,1 and is in

agreement with the V-A predictl.onof -1.0.



TABLE Ia - ACCUFACY OF THE MICHEL PARAMETERS OF NORMAL v DECAY

P n .$Pu 6

World Average Exfsting Measurements 0.0026 0.066 0.012 0 ● 009

Los Alamos Proposal 0.00023 0.006 0.001 0.0006

TRIUMF/Berkeley/UBC Proposal 0.001

TABLE Ib - LIMITS ON DEVIATIONS FROM V-A THEORY

Coupling Constant Present Limit Expected New Limits

Axial Vector 0.76 < ~A < 1.20 0.988 c XA < 1.052

Tensor XT < 0.28

Scaler Xs c 0.33

Pseudoscaler Xp c 0.33

Vector Axial Phase 0° s $v~ < 15°

Iv. NEUTRINOLESS DOUBLE BETA

XT < 0.027

Xs < 0.048

Xp < 0.048 .

0° < $vA < 2.6°

DECAY

Neutrinoless double beta dticayis driven by either a right-handed

W, a heavy Majorana neutrino, or a nonvanishing Majorana neutrino

mass. The reaction is inten~’od to measure the admixture of

right-handed current in the Lagrangian. Double beta decay has been

ob8erved~9 in the 82Se system, which are consistent with fraction of

right-handed current q < 3 x 10-4.

Hennecke et al.11 have measured the ratio of half lives for——

double beta decay for tellurium isotopes from geological evidence.

~28Te)/Tl/2(130Te) implies q = (4.3 f 0.1) x 10-5.The result for T~/2(

However, the result has both 8eophyaical and nuclear physics

uncertainties and direct measurements would be more convincf.118.

The expncted value12 for q in expected to be lees than 3 x 10-5.

A counter experiment13 is being mounted to examine the double @ decay

of 7bCe with a sensitivity of 5 x 10-6. This experiment will be



easily sensitive to the region of the tellurium result, encroaches

strongly into the theoretically predicted region, and is being

conducted in a system for which the nuclear physics provides only

modest uncertainties.

v. FLAVOR-C~”GING DECAYS

Neutrino~.essflavor-changing decays involving leptons are divided

into two categories. The classes are distinguished according to the

requirement that the flav~r-viclatj.ngintermediate particle couples to

the quarks in a similar method as they couple to the leptons. The

purely leptonic processes eliminate the need for quark coupling, while

the semileptonic ones require it* In Table IIa, the semileptonic

processes are listed along with their current limits and the

sensitivities of planned experiments. Table IIb Is the analogous

table for the purely leptonic processes. The~e planned experiments

are probably our best hope for measuring the flavcr-changing physics

in the next decade. They will be discussed below. The decays of the

T are included for completeness14 and to show that ~ is behaving like

a heavy electron though current thinkiug does not make experiments

feasible which test the rnulelsas well as p decay.

Figure 1 is a history of the limits on the forbidden muon process

compiled by Hoffman.15 It shows the steady press of experimentalists

on these decay modes. It also shows that the longer you wait, the

better experiment you do.

With the exception of the radioc’]emicalexperiments, all of the

forbidden decays are kinematics experiments. All require some feature

CJfthe sought-after process which is given by the kinematics of the

dec~y and allow it to be uni,quely distinguished from background

processes. For example, prompt processes are discriminated against by

demanding that thsre is no energy and momentum left for neutrinos.

Becauoe they are all uo clearly related, all the experiments are

governed by the same general principles. These principles will be

illuEItrate,dby exampl/*sfrom the p-decay experiments.



TABLE IIa - SEMILEPTONIC NEUTRINOLESS DECAYS

Branch

KL + ek~~

KS + eAVT

KL + ~Oe+pT

KS + ~OekpT

K2 + rtefp~

T-+u-+lro

~- + e- + To

~-+~-+ko

T-+e--tkO

T-+ P-+pO

T-+e-+po

P-(A,Z) + e-(A,Z)

U-(A,Z) + e+(A,Z-2)

Experimental Branching Ratio
to Total Rate

<2 x 10-9

<7 x 10-9

<8.2 x 10-4

<2.1 x 10-3

<1.0 x 10-3

<1.3 x 10-3

<4.4 x 10-6

<3*7 x 10-4

<7.0 x 10-11

<9.0 x 10-10 Counters

<3.0 x 10-10 Radiochemical

TABLE IIb - PURFLY-LEPTONIC NEUTRINOLESS

Exper?.mentalBranchin: Ratio
_ Branch to Total Rate.—

T- + P-Y <5.5 x 10-4

T- ; e-y <6.4 X 10-4
. T- + D-11-l.l

+ <4.9 x 10-~

T- + e-~-~+ <3.3 x 10-4

T- + p-e+p- <4.4 x 10-4

T- ,+e-e-e -+ <L.()x 10-4
~+ + e+y <1.7 x 10-10

~+ + e>yy < 5 x 10-8
~+ * e+ei-e- <1.9 x 10-9

New Experiments -
Planned Sensitivity

<10-11 LAMPF
2 x 10-12 TRI~ -

5 x 10-12 TRIUMF

10-12 LAMPF

DECAYS

New Experiments -
Planned Sensitivity

10-11 LAMPF Crystal Box
3X1

T
’13 L~pF p + ey II

<10 2 SINDRUM

10-~1 LMPF Crystal BOX

10-11 LA,@F Cryetal Box

<10-12 SINDRUM
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The first common

of ~-decays. This is

feature is that you must examine a great number

characterized by the quantity

(2)

where R is the stop rate, T is the live time, Q the solid angle, and G

the efficiency for detection of the experiment. The Crystal Box

version of the p + ey rate improves N by a factor of 10 from the first

~ + ey experiment at ~F. fl is greater by a factor of 25, R is down

by a factor of 5, and T is up by a factor of 2. Each experiment may

need to compromise these factors differently.

Equation (2) reveals something about the ultimate sensitivity of

any such counter experiment for B + eye N may be estimated by

assum!.ngR is the inverse resolving time of the apparatus, T iS

limited by human endurance, (S1/4m)is 1, and c is 1. The resolving

time is never likely to exceed 30 picosecond and T will also be

limited to 3 x 107 seconds. Hence,

/
~<3xlo7, ~0180

3 x 10-11

So branching ratio limits of a 3 x 10-18 are probably the bottom limit

to Fig. 1 for coincidence experiments, Five nanoamp stopping-muon

beams are not in the near future either. Regardless, it is easy to

see why i’ will take a clever experlmentalist to observe V+ey if

neutrino oscillations :Ire only due to the known limits on neutrino

massee.

The second common denominator is the necessity to do a

background-free experiment. Figure 2 displays ‘he limit in the

branching ratio sensitivity versus running time for the Crystal Box

and p + ey II. The curves break from being proportional to N_l to

being proportional to N‘1/2 where the background processes dominate.

Beyond the break, the limit is improved very inefficiently. Designing

a background-free experiment requires that the kinematical variables

are measured to enough precision to isolate the decay from the

background. The process is quantified below.
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experimen~al progress in the search for neutrinoless I.Idecay.
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Expected branching ratio aen6itlvity as a function (Jf running time for
the Crystal Box and p + ey II at LAMPF.
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The third common ingredient

maximum likelihood technique.

.

is an analysis of the data by the

IrIthis way, the result is optimized

and the background is understood. The process is best illustrated by

example from the I.I+ ey I experiment at LAMPF.16 The generalization to

mc)reor less sources of background can be worked out.

The likelihood function maximized is

(3)

a and f3 are the number of v + ey events and M + eyvv events

respectively. The latter is the allowed ra?i~tive correction to

normal u decay and is a prompt background. p(~i), Q(~i), and R(~~)
are the probability density that an event

characteristics “iiare P + eY~ p + eyvv, or randonis,

For this experiment, ii = (Ee, Ey, tey, 6ey), where Ee

positron and photon energies and tey and eey are their

and angle. D + ey events are coincident, back-to-back,

52-MeV positrons and photons.

The results of that analysis are shown in Fig. 3.

with measured

respectively.

and Ey are the

relative time

and made up of

The contours

of constant likelihood art shown. The symmetry axes are parallel to

the ordinate and abscissa, which demonstrates the statistical

independence of the two processes. In this case, there were no p + ey

events and 108 A 39 p + eyvv events in the final data set of 11552

events. The latter number is consistent with Monte Carlo

expectatioils.

Equation (3) requires certain measurements. Al1 detector

elements must be absolutely calibrated. Then the response function to

a delta function input must be measured for each component of :1.

Lastly, the shupe of each spectrum must either be measured or

calculated and convoluted with the response functions to obtain P, Q,

and R. Equation (3) implies that the suppre~sion of background varies

as the product of the resolutions, each raised to some power; the

resolutions are given by the response functions. The exponent depends

on the physics of the background process and may differ widely from

011(,decay mode to another. For example, the suppression of B dcc,ayin



orbit varies as the fourth power of the electron energy resolution for

P-A + e-A and suppression of randoms vartes lin?arly with electron

energy resolution for u + ey. Table III summarizes the relevant

resolutions for the recent B decay experiments and presently planned

experiments. Each improved experiment tries to further ‘ptimize

Eq. (2), but without a compromise of background suppression.

All of the above principles are exemplified in the II+ eee search

of the Crystal Box. The experimental layout is shown in Fig. 4. The

detector system consists of a stopping target surrounded by 8 planes

of a cylindrical drift chamber. The drift chamber Is surrounded by 36

trigger-veto counters. The counters are surrounded by 396 NaI

crystals of dimension 2“ X 2“ x 12”. In this D + 3e experiment, the

dominant background is from randoms. The energy resolution is

sufficient to eliminate v + 3evv down to a branching ratio of

5 x 10-13.

A beam of 5 x 105 muons/s stop in a 50 mg/cm2 target. The -

+ beam at LAMPF is used to permit a verysurface P thin target. The

thin target will minimize the contributions to photon singles from

showers. A p + 3e event will be characterized by three electrons

emanating from a vertex with zero resultant momentum and a total

energy equal to the muon mbss. Hence, the experiment is triggered on

three charged particles. The trigger rate limits the beam intensity

and computer dead time is controlled by a series of hardwired trigger

conditions and distributed inicrocomputer processing oi data, The

vertex and the directional part of the momentum conditions are imposed“
by the drift chamber. Good 3-dimencio:al spatial resolution over the

5-cm radius target is obtained by large stereo angles up co 15°.

Singles rates in the cells are limited by the close packing of the

planes and small dimension of the cells (1.0 x 0.8 cm). The magnitude

of the momentum and the total energy conditions are imposed by the

NaI. That detector is seglnentcdto give photon positron resolution

and to prevent pile-up.
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Likelihood analysis of the v + ey I experiment at LAMPF which searches
for B + ey and D + eyvv.
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Layout of the Crystal Box.
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VI. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FLAVOR-CHANGING DECAYS AND NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS

The only absolute statement that can be made is that if neutrino

oscillations are observed, rare M decay must also exist, and if rare B

decay is observed, neutrino oscillations must exist. The statement

can b~ verified by recognizing that the diagrams, like those of

Fig. 5, are always present if one of the process is observed.

The above statement is only a principle. The real issue is

observation. It has already been stated that Fig. 5a will produce

unmeasurable small rare M decay. The rare M decay can still be driven

by another mechanism. Figure 5b is more interesting because IJ+ ey at

the present experimental upper limit should provide measurable

w
v #n -

‘i L
e

“NeutrinoOscillation

(a) Rare p-decay

w

‘P

P te

(b) Neutrino Oscillation

Fig. 5.

Diagrams which imply that flavor violation IT.~-decny implies neutr’.no
oscillations and vice versa.



neutrino oscillations. Unfortunately, any further statement is highly

uodel-dependent.

VII. SUMMARY

Many theoretical expansions of the GSW theory of the weak

interactions have been proposed. Most of these predict neutrino

oscillations because of nonzero neutrino masses. Those that have new

particles between 101 to 105 GeV also predict flavor-changing weak

decays in the lepton sector.

The issue will have to be decided experimentally. The limits are

already quite good for K and v decay and many better expe]lments are

planned ‘o push the limits by up to 4 orders of magnitude. The

prospects are exciting because these “medium-energy” experiments may

give us a window into & high-energy physics regime not accessible to

our highest energy accelerators.
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